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ABSTRACT 
 
In this project, there are described wind turbine basics. Firstly, there are 
mentioned the ecomomical aspects, the progress of wind energy in the past and in the 
next decade, the state of art and possible wind turbine topologies. Below, is shown 
wind turbine construction architecture, integration to the wind parks and their 
integration into cable networks and the insular networks with related power 
electronics. Next, there are mentioned ways of controlling, power quality and safety. 
In the following part, this project deals with simulation of modern direct drive turbine 
with power 660kW and the calculation of power coefficient. For this simulation, it was 
used the system with low-speed synchronnous generator with permanent magnets. The 
behaviour and the evaluation of the wind turbine are described at the end of this 
project. 
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ANOTACE 
 
V tomto projektu jsou popsány základy problematiky větrných elektráren.  
V první řadě práce zmiňuje ekomonické aspekty, vývoj větrné energetiky v minulosti 
a pravděpodobný vývoj v příští generaci, stavbu a možné topologie větrných 
elektráren. Dále je ukázána konstrukce větrné elektrárny, integrace větrvých parků do 
distribuční sítě a ostrovní sítě a související ekonomické aspekty. Dále jsou zmíněny 
způsoby řízení, kvality elektrické energie a bezpečnosti. V následující části, je 
provedena simulace moderní přímo poháněné turbíny o výkonu 660kW a řešení 
koeficientu výkonu. Pro tuto simulaci byl použitý systém s pomaloběžným 
synchronním generátorem s permanentnímy magnety. Chování a výsledky simulace 
větrné elektrárny jsou popsány v závěrečné části této práce. 
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1 Introduction 
 
In the last 20 years, it came the concern for the environment in response to scientific studies 
indicating potential changes to the global climate. Wind energy is an economical power resource in 
many areas of the world. Wind is a clean fuel and wind farms produce any pollution to air, water 
or enviroment. 
 
 Wind power turbines, or wind farms, are groups of wind machines used for producing 
electricity. A wind farm usually has dozens of wind turbines placed over a large area. Unlike 
power plants, usually many wind plants are not owned by public utility companies. The wind 
turbines are operated and used by business thinking people or companies who sell electricity. But, 
operating a wind turbine is not simple. Wind plant owners must plan where to locate their turbines, 
because not every place is suitable for construction. The most important thing to consider is how 
fast and how much the wind blows in year. New technologies had reduced the cost of producing 
electricity from wind, and growth in wind power has been supported by tax breaks for renewable 
energy and green pricing programs offered by government of each state. 
 
This project is concerned with economical aspects, wind turbine state of art  and principles of 
creation the electrical energy of wind. The aim of this project is to simulate wind turbine of power 
660kW with synchonous generator with permanent magnets on rotor and create good base 
knowledge for following study of this problematics.  
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2 Economical aspects 
 
Since the year 2000, 30% of all installed electricity generating capacity in the EU has been 
wind power. While wind energy today meets about 3.7% of EU’s electricity demand, the 
technology is already the second largest contributor to economic activity and employment in the 
area of power plant manufacturing.  
 
In 2003, the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) set the target of 75,000 MW 
installed in the EU-15 by 2010 and 180,000 MW by 2024. It was expected that 54,350 MW would 
be operating by the end of 2006. The target for end 2007 was 55,860 MW in EU-15. 
 
The new 2010 prediction for wind energy in Europe has been updated to include the 12 new 
Member States, which are expected to add 2,050 MW to the EU total by 2010, while the EU-15 
will have 4% more capacity installed by 2010 (77,950 MW), compared to the previous target of 
75,000 MW. Wind power has experienced dramatic growth over the last years, and in 2007 there 
are five EU countries – Denmark, Spain, Portugal, Ireland and Germany – which have more than 
5% of their electricity demand covered by wind energy. The development of wind power is not 
different from the development of other power sources. The Fig. 1.1 shows the global historical  
development of wind energy (1961-1976) compared with nuclear power (1991-2006). 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 Comparison of 16 years of global wind energy development (1991 – 2006) and 
to the first 16 years of nuclear development (1961 – 1976) [3] 
 
The European Parliament has for many years been calling for a mandatory 25% target for 
renewable energy by 2020. Actually it means that more than one third of the EU’s electricity will 
need to come from renewable, up from 15%. It is already clear that wind energy will be the largest 
contributor to the increase. 
 
Current status of wind power is, that 20,073 MW of wind power capacity was installed 
globally during 2007 to reach a total of  94,122 MW by the end of the year. The global market for 
wind turbines increased by 31% in 2007, following growth of 33% and 41% in 2006 and 2007 
respectively. In the Fig. 1.2 is graph of global cumulative wind power [3]. 
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Fig. 2.2 Global cumulative wind power capacity 1990 – 2007 (in MW) [3] 
 
December of the year 2008 the European Renewable Energy Council has approved the plan 
for next 20 years of contribution renewable energy to European grid. In 2009 the contribution of 
renewable energy is about 18%, nowadays the share of wind energy in total amount of renewable 
energy is about 12.5%. In next 10 years the share should be about 34.8% of total amount 
1370TWh energy from renewable sources. In the Tab. 2.1, there are shown the targets up to year 
2020. 
 
Tab. 2.1 Renewable contribution to EU electricity consumption up to 2020 
 
 
 
Statistics released by the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) show that 43% of all 
new electricity generating build in EU in 2008 was wind energy. It exceeds all other technologies 
like gas, coal, nuclear power (except solar energy).  
 
In 2008 was constructed total of 19.65 MW. Out of this, 8,484 MW (43%) was wind power; 
6,932 MW (35%) gas; 2,495 MW (13%) oil; 762 (4%) MW coal and 473 (2%) MW hydro power 
capacity [3]. For the first time, wind energy is leading technology in Europe. A total of 64,949MW 
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of installed wind energy capacity was operating in the EU by end 2008 and wind energy recorded 
15% growth in comparison 2007. 
 
On average, 20 wind turbines were installed for every working day of 2008. By the end of 
the year, a total of 160,000 workers were employed directly and indirectly in the sector, which saw 
investments of about €11 billion in the EU and it produces 142 TWh of electricity, equal to about 
4.2% of the EU’s electricity demand, and avoid the emission of 108 million tones of 2CO per year, 
the equivalent of taking more than 50 million cars off Europe’s roads. 
 
 
Fig. 2.3 Amount of wind installed energy in Europe (end of 2008 in MW)  
 
Germany and Spain are top 2 producers of energy from wind. Germany leads with 1,665 
MW against Spain’s 1,609 MW in new installed capacity. Also, the Italy, France, UK and Portugal 
noted big expansion and part of a “second wave” of countries that are providing real momentum to 
the growth in wind energy. 
The “third wave” countries became visible for the first time in 2008 as the new Member 
States in EU had their strongest year ever. For example: Poland, one of the fastest growing 
younger markets, now has 472 MW up from 276 MW. Hungary doubled its capacity to 127 MW 
and Bulgaria tripled its capacity from 57 MW to 158 MW. Outside the EU Member States, Turkey 
tripled its wind energy capacity from 147 MW to 433 MW.  
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Tab. 2.2 Total summary of wind power installed in EU-27  
 
 
 
In following table is count on wind energy created during the year 2008. 
 
Tab. 2.3 Count on wind energy in Europe 2008.   
 
 
 
In 2008, more wind power capacity was installed in the EU than any other electricity 
generating technology. 
 
Power: 
• Electricity production of 142,000,000,000 kWh. 
• Equal to 4.2% of EU’s electricity demand. 
• Equivalent to the needs of 35 million EU households. 
Money: 
• Investments in wind turbines of €11 billion.  
• Avoided fuel costs of €5.4 billion.  
• Avoided CO2 costs of €2.4 billion. 
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2CO : 
• Avoided 108 million tons of CO2. 
• Equivalent to taking 50 million cars off the roads. 
• Equal to 31% of the EU-15’s Kyoto obligation. 
2.1 The cost per kilowatt-hour and payback time for wind generated 
power 
 
There are various ways of calculating the total costs of installing, running and 
decommissioning a turbine and no attempt has made in the program to provide sophisticated 
means of doing this. For the user, there are too many scenarios to take into account. At the most 
basic level, a user can obtain a price from a manufacturer for the cost of installing a turbine and 
use this as the basis for obtaining the costs per kilowatt-hour. On the other hand, other users may 
want to include interest payments, inflationary effects, grants received and so on. 
 
The expression for the costs of the electricity per kilowatt-hour is: 
turbinem
hkW LP ⋅
=
lifetimeturbinetheovercostsTotalCosts /  [ currency ] (2.1) 
 
where is: 
 
mP  - the turbine mean power already calculated from the previous eq. 2.1 [ ]kW  
turbineL  - the lifetime of turbine [ ]h   
 
In the Fig. 2.4 is presented, how due to very fast development of power electronics offering 
higher capability and lower price/kW, and the usability of power electronics in wind turbines will 
further increase and diversification according to wind areas. 
 
 
Fig. 2.4 Kilowatt prize dependence on full load hours per year in Denmark 
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The cost reduction has mainly been achieved by improved aerodynamics and better 
optimization of wind turbine construction, better control and monitoring and improved integration 
to grid. 
 
Also other important economical aspect is the time it takes to recover the cost of a wind 
turbine installation. 






⋅⋅⋅
−⋅⋅⋅⋅
=
rm
rm CP
CP
24356
costsrecurrent  Annual124356
costs fixedother  and  emaintenanc n,InstalatioPayback
 [ years ] 
(2.2) 
 
where is: 
 
 mP  - the mean power from the turbine  
 rC  - the cost per kW/h of the electricity against which the payback period is 
being assessed. 
 
This might either be the cost of the electricity that the turbine is seeking to displace or, the 
cost of any payments that you receive from government incentive schemes for producing 'green' 
power. 
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3 Wind power facts 
 
For the better comprehension of wind turbine or wind industry problematic, there are 
described the wind basic facts, his potential, solution of wind power coefficient and the 
architecture (state of art) in this chapter. Not least, there is also mentioned evolution of wind 
turbines in last 25 years and their subsystem configurations.  
 
3.1 Wind energy 
 
Wind power is simply a form of solar energy, because wind is caused by heat from the Sun. 
Solar radiation heats every part of the Earth’s surface, but not at the same speed. Different surfaces 
like sand, water, stone and various types of soil-absorb, retain, reflect and release heat at different 
rates, and the Earth generally gets warmer during daylight hours and cooler at night. The result is, 
the air above the Earth’s surface also warms and cools at different rates and it makes hot air rises, 
reducing the atmospheric pressure near the Earth’s surface, which draws in cooler air to replace it. 
This effect is a wind.  
 
With the right technology, the wind’s kinetic energy can be captured and converted to other 
forms of energy such as electricity or mechanical power. The basic principle of energy conversion 
from kinetic energy to electrical energy by wind turbine is displayed in the Fig. 3.1.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 The basic principle of conversion the energy 
 
The conversion of energy can be divided into two steps: 
 
1) The level of turbine (rotor) which converse the kinetic energy from wind and changes into 
mechanic energy. 
 
2) The level of generator, which uses the mechanic energy from turbine and changes into 
electrical energy and feeds the grid via converter. 
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3.1.1 Potentials of wind energy 
 
It is generally known, the wind flows irregularly and this is caused by these consequences: 
 
 rotation of our planet 
 thermal differences (between see surface and land, mountains and valleys, woody and 
meadows areas) 
 temperature changes etc. 
 
Sun offers about two percent incident energy for airflow and the rough estimation, that we 
can technically gain 26 PWh. 
 
3.2 Wind turbine power 
 
Wind turbine gained power can be solved as amount of power transferred to a wind turbine. 
It is directly proportional to the area swept out by the rotor, to the density of the air, and the cube 
of the wind speed. 
 
The power of turbine TP  in the wind is given by following equation: 
32
2
1
vRCP TPT ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= piρ  [W], (3.1) 
 
where is: 
P  - power [W] 
PC - the power coefficient determined by the design of the turbine [-] 
ρ  - mass density of air [kg/m3] 
TR  - radius of the wind turbine [m] 
v  - speed (velocity) of the air [m/s]  
 
Airflow power: 
222
322 vSvvSvmPV ⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅=⋅= ρρ  [W] (3.2) 
 
Airflow intensity: 
3
2
1
vIV ⋅⋅= ρ  [ 2−⋅mW ] (3.3) 
 
where is: 
m  - air mass [ ]kg  
v  – wind speed [ ]1−⋅ sm  
ρ - density of air [ ]3−⋅ mkg  
S  - size of discharge flow [ ]2m  
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However, wind energy is limited due to: 
 
 the lowest wind speed and height of tower 
 area size of wind farms 
 generator effectiveness and their characteristics 
 
As the wind turbine extracts energy from the air flow, the air is slowed down which causes it 
to spread out. Albert Betz, a German physicist, determined in 1919 (known as Betz' law) that a 
wind turbine can extract at most 59,3 % of the energy that would otherwise flow through the 
turbine's cross section, that is α can never be higher than 0,59 in the above equation. The Betz limit 
applies regardless of the design of the turbine.  
 
This equations show the effects of the mass rate of flow of air traveling through the turbine, 
and the energy of each unit mass of air flow caused by its velocity. As an example, on a cool 15 °C 
(59 °F) day at sea level, air density is 1,225 kilograms per cubic meter. In wind speed 8 m/s (28.8 
km/h or 18 miles/h) breeze blowing through a 100 meter diameter rotor would move almost 77,000 
kilograms of air per second through the swept area. The total power of the example breeze through 
a 100 meter diameter rotor would be about 2,5 megawatts. Betz' law states that no more than 1,5 
megawatts could be extracted. 
 
3.3 Operation zones 
 
Generally, the constructers distinguish four operation zones of wind turbine. These zones 
depend on wind speed and curve of power is depicted in the Fig. 3.2. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 Function zones of wind turbine 
 
1v  : is the wind speed which corresponds with start of turbine when the turbine is able to create 
power. The value of 1v  is between 2,5m/s – 4m/s. 
2v : is the wind speed which corresponds with nominal power of generator. The constructers 
usually design the value of 2v  between 11,5m/s – 15m/s. 
3v : is the wind speed when the turbine is disconnected from grid for reason of safety, mechanical 
stress of structure and blades. For majority of turbines is value 3v = 25m/s. 
 
Zone 1: 1vv <  
The wind speed is too weak. The turbine is able to rotate, but the power is low. 
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Zone 2: 21 vvv <<  
The maximum power can be captured in this zone. There exist various methods how to optimize 
the captured energy. 
 
Zone 3: 3vv <  
This zone is very important.  There is the limit of maximal power maxTP  which can be created by 
turbine.  
 
Zone 4: 4vv <  
The wind is strong. The turbine has to stop and extract power is zero.  
 
 
3.4 Sizes of wind turbines 
 
Wind turbines vary in size. The chart in the Fig. 3.3 depicts a variety of the historical turbine 
sizes and the amount of electricity they are each capable of generating (the turbine's capacity, or 
power rating). In the graph in the Fig. 3.3 – there is displayed future size development of wind 
turbines.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3 Growth in size of commercial wind turbine designs 
 
We can see utility-scale turbines range in size from 55 kilowatts to as large as several 
megawatts. Larger turbines are grouped together into wind farms, which provide bulk power to the 
electrical grid. 
 
Single small turbines, below 100 kilowatts, are used for homes, telecommunications, or water 
pumping. Small turbines are sometimes used in connection with diesel generators, batteries, and 
photovoltaic systems. These systems are called hybrid wind systems and are typically used in 
remote, off-grid locations, where a connection to the utility grid is not available. 
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The present common high of wind turbine is about 130m and on the web is also possible to 
find future constructions like UPWIND (10-20MW, 250m) or interesting construction which is 
called MAGENN (M.A.R.S.), which is actually the balloon in the air connected by the rope to the 
earth in 300m high). 
  
3.5 Wind turbine - state of art 
 
A wind energy system transforms the kinetic energy of the wind into mechanical or electrical 
energy that can be used for practical use. Mechanical energy is most commonly used for pumping 
water in rural or remote locations - the "farm windmill" still seen in many rural areas is a 
mechanical wind pumper - but it can also be used for many other purposes (grinding grain, sawing, 
sailboat etc.). Wind electric turbines generate electricity for homes and businesses and for sale to 
utilities. 
 
Many  developments  and  improvements  have  taken  place since  commercialization  of  
wind  technology  in  the  early 1980s, but the basic architecture of the mainstream design is  little 
changed. Most wind turbines have upwind rotors and are actively yawed to preserve alignment 
with wind direction. The three-bladed rotor proliferates and has separated front bearing with a low 
speed shaft connected to a gearbox which provides an output speed suitable for a four-pole 
generator. This general architecture is evident in the Nordex N54. Commonly, with the largest 
wind turbines, the blade pitch will be varied continuously under active control to regulate power at 
the higher operational wind speeds. For future large machines there appears to be a consensus that 
pitch regulation will be adopted. 
 
Support structures are most commonly tubular steel towers tapering in some way, both in 
metal wall thickness and in diameter from tower base to tower top. Concrete towers, concrete 
bases with steel upper sections and lattice towers are also used but are much less prevalent. Tower 
height is rather site specific and turbines are commonly available with three or more tower height 
options. 
 
There are two basic designs of wind electric turbines: vertical-axis, known also as "egg-
beater" style, and horizontal-axis (propeller-style) machines. Horizontal-axis wind turbines are 
most common today, constituting nearly all of the 100 kilowatts, capacity and larger turbines in the 
global market. 
 
Fig. 3.4 Wind turbine configurations [6] 
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Both turbine subsystems basically include: 
Rotor, blades, which convert the wind's energy into rotational shaft energy. A engine nacelle 
(enclosure) containing a drive train, usually including a gearbox and a generator and a tower which 
support the rotor and drive train and electronic equipment such as controls, electrical cables, 
ground support equipment, and interconnection equipment. 
The towers are mostly tubular and made of steel. The blades are made of fiberglass-
reinforced polyester or wood-epoxy. In the Fig 3.5, there are shown all components of wind 
turbine in detail. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5 Wind turbine components [4] 
 
All parts of wind turbine are important and they have special purposes for smooth working of 
unit. Here are alphabetically described all operative functions of parts.   
 
 Anemometer:  
Measures the wind speed and transmits wind speed data to the controller.  
 
 Blades:  
Most turbines have either two or three blades (most have three). Wind blowing over 
the blades causes the blades to "lift" and rotate. Blades are made of glassfibre 
reinforced polyester (GRP) or Wood-Epoxy. 
 
 Brake:  
A disc brake, which can be applied mechanically, electrically, or hydraulically to 
stop the rotor in various emergencies.  
 
 Controller:  
The controller starts up the machine at wind speeds of about 12.5 to 26 km per hour 
(kph) and shuts off the machine at about 85 kph. Turbines do not operate at wind 
speeds above about 85kph, because they might be damaged by the high winds.  
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 Gearbox:  
Gears connect the low-speed shaft to the high-speed shaft and increase the 
rotational speeds from about 30 to 60 rotations per minute (rpm) to about 1000 to 
1800 rpm, the rotational speed required by most generators to produce electricity. 
The gear box is a costly (and heavy) part of the wind turbine and engineers are 
exploring "direct-drive" generators that operate at lower rotational speeds and don't 
need gear boxes.  
 
 Generator:  
Usually an off-the-shelf induction generator that produces 50 Hz AC electricity.  
 
 High-speed shaft:  
Drives the generator.  
 
 Low-speed shaft:  
The rotor turns the low-speed shaft at about 30 to 60 rpm.  
 
 Nacelle:  
The nacelle sits on the top the tower and contains the gear box, low and high-speed 
shafts, generator, controller, and brake. Some nacelles are large enough for a 
helicopter to land on.  
 
 Pitch:  
Blades are turned, or pitched, out of the wind to control the rotor speed and keep the 
rotor from turning in winds that are too high or too low to produce electricity.  
 
 Rotor:  
The blades and the hub together are called the rotor.  
 
 Tower:  
Towers are made from tubular steel (shown here), concrete, or steel lattice. Because 
wind speed increases with height, taller towers enable turbines to capture more 
energy and generate more electricity.  
 
 Wind direction:  
This is an "upwind" turbine, so-called because it operates facing into the wind. 
Other turbines are designed to run "downwind," facing away from the wind.  
 
 Wind vane:  
Measures wind direction and communicate with the yaw drive to orient the turbine 
properly with respect to the wind.  
 
 Yaw drive:  
Upwind turbines face into the wind; the yaw drive is used to keep the rotor facing 
into the wind as the wind direction changes. Downwind turbines don't require a yaw 
drive, the wind blows the rotor downwind.  
 
 Yaw motor:  
Powers the yaw drive. 
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The drive train shows the rotor attached to a main shaft driving the generator through the 
gearbox. It is in the area of the gearbox that significant developments in basic design architecture 
are now appearing, in the form of direct drive generators (see the Fig. 5.2). The gearbox is 
removed and the aerodynamic rotor drives the generator directly. Hybrid arrangements involving a 
single stage gearbox and multipole generator are also appearing.  The effort to minimize capital 
cost and maximize reliability continues – the ultimate goal is to minimize the cost of electricity 
generated from the wind. 
In the Fig. 3.6 and 3.7 is displayed the construction of turbine (with gearbox) by 
manufacturers VESTAS and Enron. 
 
 
Fig. 3.6 Wind turbine components by manufacturer Vestas V47[4] 
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Fig. 3.7 Wind turbine components by Enron wind 750i [4] 
 
3.6 Wind farms 
 
Wind power should be considered as one important component of any long-term energy 
strategy to future. In these sequences all around the world were built and will be build a lot of new 
wind farms. In the Fig. 3.8 there is the example of the wind farm built in California (USA). 
 
 
Fig. 3.8 Wind turbine park (Mojave) [15] 
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These wind farms represent an important power contribution to national grid. The 
instructions and demands to the power quality and controllability are very strict. For example it 
must be possible to reduce the power from nominal power to 20% power within 2 seconds, but 
simple cut out of clusters of wind turbines is not applicable. 
Wind power installations with blade angle control and power converters are able to control 
the active power to the power system and also wind power installations with power converters are 
normally able to control the reactive power to power system. 
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4 Power electronics and generators for wind turbines 
 
The power electronics noted big increase due to fast development of wind turbines and the 
bigger will to gain energy from renewable sources in the world. Nowadays, the power electronics 
systems offer high capability and lower price/kW for new types of generators which may change 
the configuration of direct driven generators which are being developed. 
 
4.1 Power electronics history 
  
The start of modern wind turbines 1957 by the innovative Gedser wind turbine (200kW), the 
main concept was horizontal axis tree-blade downwind turbine connected to three phase AC-grid. 
After the oil crisis in 1973, there was developed a new concept of the Riisanger wind turbine and it 
was initiation for new area. These two concepts were similar, but Riisanger concept was built by 
cheaper standard components. It became very attractive for many private householders and it really 
activated public interest for wind energy. 
 
 During last two decades wind turbines have been developed in size from 20kW to 2MW. 
The companies are still developing bigger turbines and in general, they are successful. One of very 
important modifications is the introduction of pitchable blades, where it is possible to control the 
wind power input to the generator system. In last fifteen years the pitch control concept has been 
applied and used for control of the input power. Other development is in electrical system, where 
the concepts also have been implemented industrially. Since 1993, a several companies have in 
their designs replaced the traditional asynchronous generator by a synchronous generator and 
while other companies have started to use an asynchronous generator with wound rotor. This was 
the introduction for development of power electronics for wind turbines and new control concepts, 
namely variable wind speed turbines. 
Variable speed wind turbines are attractive for many reasons. It will reduce mechanical stress 
in the gearbox, increase the amount of energy obtained from wind, it means their effectivity and 
also improve the controllability of the active and reactive power, which becomes still more 
important in their integration into the grid. 
 
4.2 Turbine topologies 
 
The basic purpose of wind turbines is to convert kinetic energy from wind into mechanical 
energy, which can be converted to electrical energy. Fig. 4.1 presents simple road map of possible 
ways, how to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy applying optional control concept 
of variable speed, it means the conversion of a mechanical torque input at variable speed to an 
electrical power output with fixed frequency. 
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Fig. 4.1 Basic road map of conversion process →  from mechanical energy to electrical energy.   
  
 
In Fig 4.1, there are mentioned both convectional asynchronous and synchronous generators 
as well as multipolar and novel machine designs. Novel machines include for example the 
reluctance machines. The one thing should be noted that the doubly-fed asynchronous generator 
has two possible implementations: 
 
1. rotor is connected to the grid through a small frequency converter 
2. the rotor is connected to other external power conversion unit (small power converter or 
passive components) 
 
One possible way of describing the state of art is to take the supplier rates of manufacturers 
and map the applied concept of every manufacturer. Ref. [11] has ranked the top 10 suppliers with 
aspect the applied concept. The result in Tab. 4.1 were used for investigate the applied 
configuration and control concept of large turbines. 
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Tab. 4.1 Applied concept of two largest wind turbines from each manufacturer of the top 10 
supplier in the world [11]] 
 
 
4.3 Power electronic converters and power control 
 
Power converters are very important things in structure of winter turbine architecture. The 
electronics converters are getting more and more attraction and manufactures are improving them 
all the time. Manufacturers upgrade controllability and power quality demanded by customers. At 
the same time, their size and weight are steadily decreasing. The evolution of this drives is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. 
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Fig. 4.2 Development of frequency converters – size and weight 
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4.3.1 Wind Turbine Controller 
 
The wind turbine controller has many measuring peripheries to control and monitor 
conditions of the wind turbine for creation statistics of power, energy quality, wind strength, etc. 
Also these computers control a lot of switches, valves, motors and drives. When the wind turbines 
become bigger and bigger, the importation of the peripheries is more important. Wind turbines 
must have high availability, reliability and to be economic.  
 
Remote control communication with the operator or the owner, pass via a communication 
link and it is possible to collect all statistics and check the status. Most modern, graphical user 
interfaces should allow for simple operation of the turbine controller. In addition, efficient remote 
parameterization and diagnostic functions should be available for quick and simple maintenance 
and service access. In wind parks, usually, at least one tower is equipped by these controllers and it 
is possible to collect all data from every turbine from wind park.  
 
  
Fig. 4.3 Demonstration of controlling system design equipment  
 
The computers and sensors are usually duplicated in all safety or operation sensitive areas of 
newer, large machines. The controller compares all the time the reading from measurement and 
make sure if both sensors are in operation and the sensors measure for example: 
 
1. rotation speed of rotor and generator and its voltage, current and outgoing frequency 
2. outside temperature and wind power and direction 
3. temperature of gearbox, windings, rings, bearing 
4. position and angle of jaw drive  
5. lightning strikes or not authorized access to tower 
 
The mechanical design is usually optimized towards minimum space requirements. 
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Fig. 4.4 State of art of field deployment with related equipment  
In the Fig. 4.4 we can see one of possible controlling systems. This deployment provides 
continuous real-time wind turbine performance data and is capable of sampling a large number of 
signals at once to characterize the inflow, the operational state, and the structural response of a 
wind turbine. The system provides us with sufficient data to help us understand how our turbine 
blade designs perform in real-world conditions and helps to improve original design and next 
generations of wind turbines. 
 
The system collected data continuously, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The four units 
were placed at various locations on the turbine, and a GPS time stamp was used to maintain 
synchronization between the units. 
 
4.3.2 Power quality and EMC 
 
The term “power quality” refers to the voltage stability, frequency stability, and the absence 
of various forms of electrical noise. So the power quality has become very important issue. A main 
reason for the increasing importance is the rapid spread of the use of equipment sensitive to power 
system disturbances, and the utilization of non-linearly behaving power electronic converters. 
Depending on the grid configuration and the type of used wind turbine, there could arise some 
different power quality problems. Power quality is declared by government and described in 
standards. In these standards, voltage disturbances are subdivided into voltage variations, flicker, 
transients and harmonic distortion. Fig. 4.5 shows a classification of different power quality 
phenomena.  
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Fig. 4.5 Classification of different power quality phenomena  
 
 
1. Flicker 
 
Flicker is an engineering expression for short-lived voltage variations in the electrical 
grid. Flicker can be described like quantify the annoyance in the illumination from lamps. 
This annoyance is caused by the voltage fluctuations at the consumer side. The power from 
wind turbines is usually non-constant, and wind turbines contribute to the voltage 
fluctuations perceived by consumers on the grid. 
 
2. Weak grids and voltage variation 
 
In case if a turbine is connected to a weak electrical grid, for example far away of the 
electrical grid with a low power-carrying ability, there may create some brownout or power 
surge problems. In such cases it may be necessary to reinforce the grid, in order to carry the 
fluctuating current from the wind turbine and power companies should be prepared for 
these situations. 
Voltage variations are changes of the voltage and they are mainly caused by variations 
in load and power production unit. 
 
3. Starting and stopping a turbine 
 
At low winds, the electronic controllers of wind turbine are installed to let the turbine 
run idle without grid connection. When the wind is strong enough to turn rotor and generator 
in their rated speed, it is important to connect the turbine to the grid in right time. On the 
opposite site, if the wind is too strong, the controllers disconnect the turbine from the grid 
and use some mechanical resistance to decrease the speed and to stop it. 
 
4. Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 
 
There are very powerful electromagnetic fields around power cables and generators in a 
wind turbine. This means that the electronics in the controller system has to be insensitive to 
the electromagnetic fields.  
The electronics should not emit electromagnetic radiation which can inhibit the 
functioning of other electronic equipment. Electromagnetic compatibility can be measured in 
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a radiation free room with metal walls in the laboratory. The equipment in the room is used 
to measure electromagnetic emissions from the components of the controllers.  
4.4 Wind turbine safety 
 
There is no doubt, that the safety of wind turbines is very important part. The safety systems 
must be reliable and they have to be able to operate 120.000 hours of its lifetime, usually under 
hard weather conditions like storms, blizzards or in very hot weather. Large big turbines are 
equipped with a lots of safety devices to secure operation during their lifetime. 
 
Sensors 
 
The classical safety device can be considered the vibration sensor, which is represented in the 
Fig. 4.6.  
 
Fig. 4.6 Classical vibration sensor for wind turbines  
The principle is very simple and reliable. Whole system contains the ball placed on ring. The 
ball is connected by the chain to a witch. If the turbine starts to shake (hard vibrations) the ball will 
fall and switch off the turbine. On nacelle there are more sensors for measuring the temperature on 
generator or temperature of oil etc. The modern turbines are equipped also with accelerometers 
(Fig. 4.7) which are very sensitive to vibrations and allow us to make precise measuring, help with 
localization the problem and foreclose to accidents. 
 
 
Fig. 4.7 Accelerometer  
Overspeed protection  
 
This protection is essential that turbines stop automatically in case of malfunction of a critical 
component. The case can happen when generator overheats or is disconnected from the electrical 
grid and is without load and starts accelerate rapidly. This is the time when the overspeed 
protection has to stop system. Usually the manufacturers use two independent protection brake 
mechanisms in the case if one fails. 
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Aerodynamic braking system - Tip brakes  
 
The aerodynamic braking system is primary braking system for most modern wind turbines, 
which essentially consists in turning the rotor blades about 90 degrees along their longitudinal axis 
(in the case of a pitch controlled turbine or an active stall controlled turbine), or in turning the rotor 
blade tips 90 degrees (in the case of a stall controlled turbine).  
These systems are normally spring operated. They have to be in order even in case of 
electrical power failure, and they are automatically activated when the hydraulic system in the 
turbine loses pressure. The hydraulic system in the turbine is used turn the blades or blade tips 
back in place once the dangerous situation is over. Experience has proved that aerodynamic 
braking systems are extremely safe. These systems can stop the turbine in a matter of a couple of 
rotations, at the most. Also the advantage is, that they offer a very gentle way of braking the 
turbine without any major stress. 
The normal way of stopping a modern turbine is therefore to use the aerodynamic braking 
system. 
 
Mechanical braking system  
 
As a backup system for the aerodynamic braking system is the mechanical brake. It also 
works as a parking brake, once the turbine is stopped in the case of a stall controlled turbine.  
Pitch controlled turbines use the mechanical brake rarely during the operation, but they are 
useful for maintenance work.  
 
Turbines are also equipped by independent battery-powered back-up units. The control 
system, electrical system, blades and generator of the wind turbine are the most affected 
components of the wind turbine. In case of a lightning strike the wind turbines are equipped with 
lightning safety protections systems. 
 
 
4.5 Wind Turbine Generators  
 
This chapter deals with direct drive generators and synchronous generators used for wind 
turbines.  But at first, here are mentioned possible ways of changing mechanical energy to 
electrical energy and they are used for following technologies: 
 
1. Asynchronous generator with short-circuit armature – turbine with constant rotation speed 
without barring blades. 
2. Asynchronous generator with short-circuit armature – turbine with constant rotation speed 
with barring blades. 
3. Double supplied asynchronous generator –with speed variable rotation speed turbine.  
4. Synchronous generator with full power frequency converter - with speed rotation variable 
turbine 
5. Synchronous generator and hydrodynamic gearbox - with speed variable rotation turbine 
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4.6 Turbine topologies 
 
For the change of mechanical energy to the electrical energy in wind turbines are commonly 
known following technical modes and they can be divided to two main groups: fixed and variable 
speed.  
Fixed speed-turbines are invested with a generator, directly connected to the grid, are most 
commonly used. The big advantage of these types is simplicity and lower prize. 
Wind turbines with variable speed can be considered as technology of future and the 
advantages against fixed-speed technology are: better power quality, noise reduction and less 
mechanical stress. Variable wind speed turbines are equipped with a converter which allows the 
generator frequency to confront with the grid frequency. The used particular topologies are shown 
in Fig. 4.8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.8 Applied topologies for electrical energy transmission from wind turbine to large grid. 
The power flow P direction is represented by arrow. 
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Fig. 4.8 a) represents the asynchronous squirrel cage induction generator with constant speed; 
power converter includes a soft starter and compensating capacitors.  
Fig. 4.8 b) represents the doubly fed (wound rotor) induction generator with constant speed.  
These two types have a direct connection of the generator to the grid. Since the 
frequency of the grid is fixed, the speed of wind turbines is settled by the number of 
poles in the generator and by the ratio of the gearbox. 
Fig. 4.8.c) is the direct drive asynchronous generator with variable rotational speed with the 
connected IGBT-based frequency converter. 
 
Most commonly used configurations used are 3-bladed and upwind turbines with tubular 
tower. The manufacturers use for configuration “b” and “c” IGBT-based converters. So, the 
present state-of-art of large wind turbines includes: 
 
1) active stall with two speed induction generator, 
2) pitch control with variable speed, mainly used and realized configuration is “b”, 
3) but only one of top 10 manufacturers producing gearless configuration. 
 
First and second technologies mentioned (fixed speed with induction generator), can be now 
considered as obsolete technology and this technologies are replaced with third technology with 
double supplied asynchronous generator (manufacturers: DeWind, Gamesa, Repower and Vestas). 
However, the induction generator has several advantages like robust design, they don’t need the 
maintenance, the lower prize and the withstanding overloads. But serious disadvantage is the 
uncontrollable reactive power consumption and due to this, must be used shunt capacitor banks or 
doubly fed induction generator. 
 
The third technology in Fig. 4.8 is newest and often used for highest power turbines up to 
8MW (manufacturers: Enercon, Vensys, ABB). When the variable speed turbines have appeared, 
the electrical system becomes more complicated. There are some different ways how to obtain 
variable-speed operation and there are also several different electrical systems used for a broad or 
narrow speed range. The difference between broad and narrow speed ranges is firstly the energy 
production and the capability of noise reduction. The advantage of broad speed range is increasing 
of power production and reduces the noise with comparison with a narrow speed range. 
 
Narrow speed range 
 
For a narrow speed range, a double fed induction generator with a converter connected to the 
motor, can be used. Also one possible way to control is using variable resistances, the slip of the 
induction generator, and thereby the speed of rotor, can vary by 1-10%. There is optically 
controlled converter which can vary the resistances. 
 
Broad speed range 
 
Broad-range variable speed systems are equipped with a frequency converter and in this 
system the alternating current from generator must be rectified and then inverted to alternating 
current before inputting to the grid. So, the electrical system must consist three important things: 
the generator, the inverter and the rectifier. The important thing is, the generator and the rectifier 
are chosen as a combination and there is free choice of the inverter. Some broad-range systems 
haven’t got a gearbox and this kind of system has a direct-driven multipole generator with big 
diameter. The generator can be electrically excited or consist the exciting by rare-earth permanent 
magnets.  
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Two most common types of inverters used are the line-commutated and the forced-
commutated ones. These two types of inverters produce harmonics of different orders and they 
need different types of filters. The line-commutated inverter is equipped with thyristors which 
must be connected to the grid in order to operate. The power factor of the line-commutated inverter 
varies and is at most 0,9. The line-commutated inverter produces current with fundamental 
frequency, but also other harmonic frequency currents exist. It causes an appearance of voltage 
harmonics in the grid. 
 
In forced-commutated inverter it is possible to choose when to turn on and when the turn off 
the valves. This possibility means that the forced-commutated inverter can create its own three-
phase voltage system. If the inverter is connected to the grid, the inverter can freely choose which 
power factor use. The power factor of this type of inverter is at most 0,98. The problem with 
voltage harmonics also exists. 
 
4.7 Electricity networks 
 
Electricity networks can be divided into two major subsections: 
 
1. The transmission network 
2. The distribution network. 
 
The transmission network consists of high voltage power lines designed to transfer bulk 
power from major generators. In general, the higher voltage, the larger transfer capacity. Only the 
largest customers are connected to the transmission network and have their own distributing 
substations. Transmission network voltages are typically above 100kV. They are designed to be 
very robust and they can continue their function even in the event of several simultaneous failures 
of the network. Failure of a single element, such as a transformer or transmission line, is referred 
to as an “N-1” event, and simply transmission systems should be capable of resist all such events. 
More complex cases of simultaneous failures of multiple elements (for example, the failure of a 
transmission line when a parallel line has been disconnected for maintenance) can be marked as 
“N-2” or similar. Transmission systems should also be capable of withstanding all such credible 
combinations. 
 
Distribution networks are usually below 100 kV (known as little generation) and their 
purpose is to distribute power from the transmission network to the customers. At present, “little“ 
generation is connected to distribution networks, but it is growing rapidly. Generation connected to 
distribution networks is often termed “embedded generation”. Distribution networks are less robust 
than transmission networks and their reliability decreases as voltage level decreases. 
 
The addition of embedded generation to these networks creates challenges, for the following 
principal reasons: 
 
 Design  and  operational  practices  are  no  longer suitable and may need 
modification 
 The embedded generation adds a further set of circumstances (full generation/no 
generation) with which the network must cope, without negatively affecting the 
quality of supply seen by other customers. 
 The direction and quantity of real and reactive power flows change, which may 
affect operation of network control and protection equipment [5]. 
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4.7.1 Electrical works 
 
The  turbine  generator  voltage  is  normally  classed  as “low”  and  is  often  690V  
although  some  more  large modern  turbines  generate  at  10-12  kV.  For the vast majority of 
wind farms, the low voltage output of the turbine generator is connected to a pad mount 
transformer which steps the voltage up to a level used by the internal grid – usually between 10 
and 20 kV.  The transformer is either mounted on a base beside the turbine foundation or for 
bigger turbines, is contained within the base of the tower.  The individual transformers are then 
connected to underground cables in an internal grid which takes the power to a substation or 
interconnector. 
 
A typical layout is shown in Fig. 4.9. The substation usually contains another transformer, 
which steps the voltage up from the internal grid level to the distribution or transmission level. 
This final level will depend on the local utility grid. It can be anywhere in the range from 10 kV 
upwards and a typical level would be from 20 to 50 kV. The metering for the wind farm will 
usually be located at the substation.  
 
 
Fig. 4.9 Typical electrical layout 
 
An important thing is that the design requirements for the internal grid will be in two parts: 
 
 the losses must be kept to a minimum (usually less than 2.5% of annual energy) 
 the design must allow the turbines to connect safely to the utility grid and satisfy both the 
local grid requirements usually in the form of a “grid code” and also the turbine 
specifications. 
 
The most cost-effective way to develop a wind farm is to find a location which is close to the 
grid on the suitable place. 
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5 Direct drive generators 
 
The direct drive asynchronous generators with operation at the rotational speed of the wind 
turbine rotor are directly coupled without need a gearbox. The expected advantages are reductions 
in capital cost and drive losses, downtime and maintenance cost. The simplicity of the system and 
the avoidance of a gearbox as a maintenance item are definite advantages of the direct drive 
system. 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 The basic configuration of the direct drive wind turbine 
 
The rotor and the generator shafts are mounted to the same shaft without the gearbox. The 
generator is a high-pole synchronous generator designed for low speed. This generator can be an 
electrical excited synchronous motor or configuration with permanent magnets. 
  
The machines with permanent magnets have usually a higher efficiency and are more 
compact than electrically excited machines. However, they are still considerably more expensive 
due to high prize of permanent magnets and require more advanced rectifiers. Typical 
manufacturer of these turbines is Enercon, EWT. 
 
1) Low speed permanent magnet generator  
 
In a direct drive application, the turbine and the generator are integrated to compact and 
structurally integrated unit. The design of low speed permanent magnet synchronous generator is 
very useful and gives free access to all parts for easy installation and maintenance. This 
construction is illustrated in the Fig. 5.2 and the simple and robust low speed rotor design with no 
separate excitation or cooling system gives good results in minimum wear, reduced maintenance 
requirements, lower life cycle costs, and a long lifetime. And nowadays this design is the most 
modern and is still evolving.  
 
Advantages: 
• A new generation of wind turbines. 
• For all wind regimes (wind class 1, 2, 3). 
• Using the highly advanced direct drive technology. 
• Availability optimized to its maximum.  
• Lowest maintenance demand.  
• Full variable speed.  
• Full power back-to-back power converter.  
• Electrical power of an excellent quality ( ϕcos  adjustable). 
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• Less noise production than gear-box based turbines. 
 
   
 
Fig. 5.2 Model of the low speed permanent magnet synchronous generator by manufacturer EWT a) turbine 
state-of-art b) cut of direct drive turbine [14] 
 
Turbine feeds the grid by means of a modern “back-to-back” type full converter system. The 
present converters have programmable functions like a capability to limit output during night hours 
advanced or grid measuring. All advanced grid features combined into a perfect choice for solitary 
applications, weak grids, high-turbulence sites, and demanding locations where specific 
environment all demands have to be met. 
 
Turbine pitch controlled variable speed model wind turbine combines advanced technology 
with mechanical simplicity and superior systems reliability. Heart of this proven direct drive 
turbine is a long-lasting slow rotating multi-pole ring generator.  
 
2) Medium speed permanent magnet generator  
 
This is a very compact slow speed system with the turbine main bearing and the permanent 
magnet generator integrated to a single-stage gear box giving high efficiency with low 
maintenance needs. This solution features a simple and robust low speed rotor design with no 
separate excitation or cooling system, resulting in less wear, reduced maintenance requirements, 
lower life cycle costs, and a long lifetime.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.3 Model of medium speed permanent magnet synchronous generator (manufacturer ABB) 
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Advantages: 
 high power with small space requirement  
 high efficiency  
 simple and robust  
 low maintenance demand 
 
 
3) High speed permanent magnet generator  
 
The system is mechanically similar to the doubly fed type with even smaller space 
requirements. The system is characterized by extremely high power, efficiency and small size. The 
typical speed range is from 1000 to 2000 rpm using a 6 or 8 pole generator.  
 
Fig. 5.4 Model of high speed permanent magnet synchronous generator ABB 
 
 
Advantages: 
 small size  
 mechanically identical to mainstream solutions  
 almost maintenance free 
 high efficiency  
 no slip rings  
 
 
5.1.1 Generating voltage 
 
On large wind turbines (> 150 kW) the voltage (tension) generated by the turbine is usually 
three-phase alternating current (AC). The current is subsequently sent through a transformer next 
to the wind turbine (or inside the tower) to raise the voltage to somewhere between 10kV and 
30kV, depending on the standard in the local electrical grid.  
 
Large manufacturers supply both 50 Hz wind turbine models (for the electrical grids in most 
of the world) and 60 Hz models (for the electrical grid in America).  
Wind turbines can be designed with the synchronous or the asynchronous generators, and 
with various forms of direct or indirect grid connection of the generator.  
Indirect grid connection means, the current from the turbine passes through a series of 
electric devices which adjust the current to match to the grid. Direct grid connection means, the 
generator is connected directly to the (usually 3-phase) alternating current grid. 
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5.1.2 Cooling System  
 
Generally the generators need cooling while they work. The lots of generators use the big fan 
and few manufacturers use water cooled generators. The advantage of water cooled generator is 
that they can be built more compactly, and they require a radiator in the nacelle for riddance of the 
heat from liquid in cooling system. Usually this variant is more expensive than using the fan. 
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6 Direct drive wind turbine simulation 
 
This chapter is focused on the description of the simulation of wind turbine with the 
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG). This direct drive system is still becoming more 
and more popular and he has a very good potential to be strongly developed in close future. 
The structure contains one synchronous generator with permanent magnets connected to the 
network through the power electronic system which has two voltage converters with IGBT 
transistors. Its configuration is presented in the Fig. 6.1. 
 
     
Fig. 6.1 The configuration of direct drive wind turbine equiped by synchronous generator 
with permanent magnets and two power converters 
 
The transmission model is without the speed multiplier (without a gearbox) and the airscrew 
is connected solidly by low-speed shaft with rotor of synchronous generator. From all the 
generators used in wind turbines, the PMSG’s have the highest advantages, because they are stable 
and secured during normal operation and also they don’t need an addition DC supply for excitation 
circuit (rotor winding). More advantages are described in chapter 5. The next chapters will present 
the mathematic simulations of the system with permanent magnet synchronous generator and the 
associated power electronic in software Matlab Simulink®. The schematic previews are added in 
the appendix. 
 
6.1 Synchronous generator model 
 
The generator is equipped with permanent magnets on rotor, and in this case, there are not 
necessary phenomenon transistors or sub-transistors, in comparison with synchronous machine 
with excited cage.  
 
Therefore, the simulation is easier and it is supposed: 
 
 The magnetic leap is constant (we don’t have to calculate the variation of reluctance). 
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 The stator conducting is parallel with the axis of stator. 
 The iron permeability is endless - the magnetic circuit characteristic is linear. 
 
Synchronous generator can be easily described by model in the Fig. 6.2. We suppose the 
machine with solid hollow rotor, three phase winding on stator and unsaturated magnetic circuit.  
The scheme is represented in Fig. 6.2.: 
 
 
Fig. 6.2 Basic scheme for synchronous machine 
The magnetic flux induces in the stator winding a voltage. Final induced voltage iU  is the 
sum of the voltage 0U  and 1U∆ . The function can be described by the following equation:  
[ ]VIjXUUUU ni 1010 ⋅+=∆+=  (6.1) 
 
The generator torque can be described: 
[ ]Nmcos11
G
p
G
G
G
IUmP
Ω
⋅⋅⋅
=
Ω
=Γ
ϕ
 (6.2) 
 
Tab. 6.1 Parameters for calculation 3-phase synchronous machine with permanent magnets  
 
Symbol: Unit: Parameter: 
1R  Ω  Stator resistance 
nX  Ω  Armature magnetizing reactance of stator winding 
rX  Ω  Armature leakage reactance 
1U∆  V  Voltage 
iU  V  Induced voltage 
0U  V  Induced voltage 
1I  A  Current 
GΓ  Nm  Generator torque 
GP  W  Power of turbine 
GΩ  1−⋅ srad  Generator rotation speed 
pm  
- Number of phases 
ϕ  ° Shift phase between U1 and I1 
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6.2 Turbine torque creation 
 
The power gained from wind turbine TP  can be described with following equation: 
 
[ ]W
2
1 3vCSP pT ⋅⋅⋅⋅= ρ  (6.3) 
 
where is: 
 pC  - power coefficient 
 v  - wind speed 
 S  - size of discharge flow 
 
This power coefficient pC  is limited to value 0,59 (Chap. 3.2 – Betz law) and depends on 
following parameters: 
 
 Tip speed ratio: 
[ ]−Ω⋅=
v
R TTλ  (6.4) 
 Pitch angle (positions of blades) β . 
 
We can deduce the equation for wind turbine torque: 
 
[ ]Nm
2
1 3
T
PT
vCS
Ω
⋅⋅⋅=Γ ρ  (6.5) 
The wind turbine torque mainly depends on withdrawal and on the value of power coefficient 
pC  and depends on the type of turbine (horizontal or vertical axis; one, two or three blades 
airscrew etc.). In this simulation we are focused on horizontal axis with 3 blades airscrew, and the 
angle of blades is controllable, which is the standard in common actual wind turbines. 
 
6.2.1 Modeling of power coefficient (fraction of power) 
 
In literature, we can find various methods how to simulate power coefficient. These methods 
are usually limited by variables and they are usually valid only for one system configuration, 
because every system has some specialties and special behavior. So, there is no universal way of 
solving and everybody is confronted with this problematic. But finally, the curves and results of 
modeling are more or less same. 
   
Firstly, the simulation of the power coefficient pC  is based on variable tip speed ratio λ . The 
turbine rotation speed TΩ  depends on tip speed ratio λ  and wind speed v . 
[ ]1−⋅⋅=Ω srad
R
v
T
T
λ
 (6.6) 
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TR  - radius of turbine 
 
The main objective of the following simulation represents the behavior and dependence 
curves of the power coefficient pC  on tip speed ratio λ . For the first case, we consider pitch angle 
o0=β  . We get two zones, where the first zone represents growth of tip ratio and power 
coefficient. The second zone represents decreasing of power coefficient. The separation line is for 
2
0
max
x
opt == λλ , see Fig. 6.3. 
 
 
Fig. 6.3 Generalized behaviour (curve) of ( )βλ,pC  
1) For 0=β  
 
Zone 1: 
2
0x<λ   
[ ]-1101 ffCCp ⋅⋅=  (6.7) 
For 0=β , maxPCC = . 
( ) [ ]-4 02
0
01 x
x
f −⋅⋅−= λλ  (6.8) 
01f is a parabola going trough  0=λ  and 0x=λ  with centre in 2
0x
 and 
[ ]-
0
2
0
2
11




















−
−
=
x
x
ef
λ
 
(6.9) 
11f  the curve leads to the point 2
0x
.  
 
Zone 2: 
[ ]-1202 ffCCp ⋅⋅=  (6.10) 
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For 0=β , maxPCC = . 
( ) ( )( ) [ ]-2
2
10
01
02 xx
xx
f −−⋅
−
−= λ  (6.11) 
 
01f is a parabola going trough  10 xx −=λ  and 0x=λ  with centre in 2
0x
. 
( ) [ ]-
2
2
1
01
12 x
xx
f −⋅
−
= λ  (6.12) 
12f  is the right curve which leads from the top to the point 1x . 
 
2) For 0≠β  
 The curve from the top ( )2/0x=λ  starts to change position and constantly descends to axis 
λ . 
 The intersections of the curves with axis 1x=λ  change the position too. 
 The value of maxPC decreases non-linear when β  rises [21]. 
 
Variation of 0x : 
We choose parabolic course: 
 
( ) ( ) [ ]-82 0200 βββλλβλ −⋅⋅−⋅+⋅= mmmx  (6.13) 
Variation of 1x : 
We choose linear course: 
( )
( ) [ ]-2 000
01
1 x
x
x
x ⋅
⋅
=  (6.14) 
 
Variation of maxPC : 
We choose the course progressive of ( )
maxPC  between two values of β . 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) [ ]-0maxmax αββ ⋅+⋅∆−= bCCC PP  (6.15) 
where is α >1, 
• α  - angle of incidence [ ]°  
 
In the Fig. 6.4 is presented the simulation of behavior ( )βλ,pC  for various pitch angles 
°°°°°= 20,15,10,5,0β  for wind turbine of 660kW. 
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Fig. 6.4 The curves ( )βλ,pC  for 660kW wind turbine when 0≠β  
6.3 Tip ratio λ  control 
 
This method of control comes from observation of the curve (Fig. 6.4) which gives us the 
power coefficient PC  with relation of λ  passing trough maximum for optλλ = . The aim of this 
method, like the others, is to stay on constant top point when ( )(max), Popt Cλ . For this, there exists 
one simple relation: 
 
 
[ ]1−⋅⋅=Ω srad
R
v
T
T
λ
 (6.16) 
In principle, when the wind speed is still evolving, we can find the reference speed by the 
following equation: 
( ) [ ]1−⋅⋅=Ω srad
R
v
T
opt
refT
λ
 (6.17) 
The advantage of this method is simplicity. However, it strongly depends on measuring of the 
wind and information provided by anemometer and the reliability of the method depends on the 
programmed curve, which has been provided by the constructer. 
   
6.4 Results of simulation 
 
In this chapter, there are presented results of simulations. For the simulation has been created 
the model of the direct-drive wind turbine 660kW with low-speed synchronous generator with 
permanent magnets. In this chapter, there is also shown the general behavior of wind turbine and 
the single curves which represent the important values.  
 
In dependence on wind turbine construction the turbine starts to create the torque TΓ , which 
is larger enough to produce electric energy in wind speed about 154 −⋅− sm (13km/h – 18km/h) and 
the critical wind speed, when the turbine must stop to avoid some damage 125 −⋅= smv (90km/h - 
see Fig. 3.2 – operation zones). For our simulated turbine had been chosen the starting operation 
wind speed 15,4 −⋅= smv . The growth of wind speed is linear, how it is represented in Fig. 6.5.  
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Fig. 6.5 Wind speed (v) development in time(t) 
For the better explanation and the better imagination of current problematic was always 
chosen the comparison of each variable in dependence on time [ ]st  and [ ]1−⋅ smv . For this are 
processed the most important variables like: 
 
 TΩ , GΩ  - rotating speed of turbine and generator [ ]1srad −⋅  
 SP  - power of stator [ ]W  
 TP  - power of turbine [ ]W  
 PC  - power coefficient [ ]-  
 β  - pitch angle [ ]°  
 GΓ  - torque of generator [ ]mN ⋅  
 
For simulation was chosen the turbine with diameter mRT 5,23=  and the synchronous 
generator with permanent magnets with the number of pole pairs 64=p , Ω= 01,0SR , 
HLD 001,0= , HLQ 001,0=  (shunt and direct-axis inductance). 
 
6.4.1 The power of turbine - PT  
 
The simulated turbine of this project is designed for nominal power kWPT 660= . In the Fig. 
6.7 is shown the real power growth behavior. We use the control by power coefficient PC  and we 
use the equation (3.1). We can regulate the speed of turbine TΩ  and generator speed GΩ by 
currents from rectifier in partial load area. We are managing to keep 0=β  and maxPP CC =  to keep 
best efficiency, when nomvv < . This process is called “Maximum Power Point Tracking” (MPPT), 
(See Fig. 6.3 and 6.4). In Fig. 6.6 is represented ideal behavior of )(vPT . 
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Fig. 6.6 Ideal course of PT (v) with zones of load 
The turbine starts to operate when 15,4 −⋅= smv  and 15,12 −⋅= smv  gets the nominal power 
NP . In this interval the electronic system executes the MPPT, it means, the system can control the 
speed TΩ  by the current from the rectifier. After that, when the wind speed is in interval ( )12511 −⋅− sm , the manner how we can regulate the maximum power produced by turbine, is to 
change the pitch angle β . We have to do this, because the disposable power dispP  is bigger than the 
nominal power kWPN 660= and it is not possible to operate with higher power, because it will be 
cause of system overloading.  
 
[ ]WPCP dispPT ⋅=max  (6.18) 
 
Due to equation (6.18), we regulate the power coefficient PC  and we change β  in the case 
Nvv ≥ . 
It can be summarized: 
 
 In zone of partial load (PL), we use MPPT (Maximum power point tracking) 
[ ]1−⋅⋅=Ω srad
R
v
T
opt
G
λ
 (6.19) 
⇒  the aim is to have maxPp CC =  and control the speed by generator TΩ , while 0=β , 
because the curve of PC  is the biggest. 
 
 In the zone of full load (FL), we use pitch control to regulate the right angle β  and it 
decrease of PC , for stabilization NT PP = . 
 
dispPNTT PCPPP ⋅=== max  (6.20) 
In Fig. 6.7 is shown the simulated curve ( )ntPT , . The turbine reaches NP  in st 5,12=  and 
wind speed 15,10 −⋅= smv . At this moment is NT PP = . But, wind speed is still growing and it is 
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cause, when  TP  > NP  and it is necessary to control β  to regulate (decrease) PC . The time of 
overload in our case is 6,5 seconds and this time can be considered like the response time of 
system to stabilize the output power. 
 
a)  
b)  
Fig. 6.7 The course of PT  versus a) t(s) and  b) v(m/s) 
When the wind velocity will reach the speed v approximately 125 −⋅ sm , the regulation of β  
is no more possible. The turbine cannot operate, because of preservation of security and there is 
the stopping of whole system.  
 
In the Fig. 6.8, it is shown the course and development of stator power of synchronous 
generator. 
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Fig. 6.8 The course of PS  versus t(s) and v(m/s) 
6.4.2 Power coefficient – CP and Pitch angle - β : 
 
The power coefficient (fraction of power) characteristics are explained in chapter 6.2.1. 
When the turbine starts to operate, PC  has the highest value (eq. 6.18), because the system process 
the operation MPPT. When the wind speed reached 111 −= msv  the disposable wind power is 
higher than nominal turbine power and we have to regulate power by decreasing PC . Only way, 
how it is possible to decrease PC  is to increase pitch angle β , how it is represented in the Fig. 6.9. 
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Fig. 6.9 The course of Cp versus t(s) and v(m/s) 
 
Fig. 6.10 The course of pitch angle β  versus t(s) and v(m/s) 
 
6.4.3 Generator torque - GΓ  
 
The transformation from wind kinetic energy to mechanical torque is done by aero-
dynamical forces acting on the rotors blades. When power is being transmitted through a shaft, a 
torque TΓ will be present ( GT Γ=Γ ).The torque is given by: 
 
[ ]NmP
T
T
T Ω
=Γ , (6.21) 
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where is: 
 TP  - mechanical power [ ]W  
 TΩ  - angular speed [ ]1−⋅ srad  
 
In the solving of mechanical torque, we have also to consider J - the polar moment of inertia 
of the shaft. It is given by: 
[ ]44
2
m
RJ S⋅= pi , (6.22) 
where is: 
 SR  - the shaft radius. 
 
The turbine power will be given by this equation : 
[ ]W
dt
dJP TTTTT Ω
Ω
−Γ⋅Ω=  (6.23) 
 
In Fig. 6.11, it is represented the course of mechanical torque of generator. When the wind is 
strong enough to move with the blades, the torque is due to inertia in minus values. After the 
growth, when the wind speed is strong enough, the torque directly corresponds with wind speed 
linearly and it reaches the maximum when 111 −⋅= smv . It is regulated by system on maximum 
value of NmG
41019 ⋅=Γ . 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.11 The course of mechanical torque of generator GΓ  versus t(s) and v(m/s) 
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6.4.4 Angular turbine and generator speed - GT ΩΩ ,  
 
Following figures represent angular speed of wind turbine. In this case, the courses are 
understandably the same because of direct drive turbine system. The optimal speed of simulated 
turbine is 17,3 −⋅=Ω sradTopt . 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.12 The course of angular speed generator and turbine
 
versus t(s) and v(m/s) 
6.4.5 Rectifier and inverter results of simulation 
 
The voltage produced by generator is AC. If we want to rectify the power, we have to use a 
rectifier. The schematic system is represented in the Fig. 6.13. 
 
 
Fig. 6.13 Schematic figure of rectifier/inverter 
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Fig. 6.14 The course of Uc versus t(s) and v(m/s) 
In the figure 6.14, there are represented the voltage alternations and direct responses of DC 
voltage of value 1200V. Remarkable is decreasing voltage in st 5=  (staring of operation) and the 
increase (the peak) when the voltage raise up to VUC 1215=  which corresponds with end of 
MPPT and starting the pitch control. 
 
 
Fig. 6.15 The course of Idcond and turbine versus t(s) and v(m/s) 
 
Fig. 6.16 The course of Ired and turbine versus t(s) and v(m/s) 
In the Figs. 6.15 and 6.16, there are courses of rectified currents dcondI  and redI . These 
currents directly correspond with stator power SP  and the both currents will be stabilized on the 
value of 550A. 
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7 Conclusion 
 
The importance of wind energy plants is rapidly growing with successes for last 15 years in 
Europe; however it also appears in the other parts of the world. This trend is evolving due to bigger 
will of creating energy from renewable energy sources and their benefits to world energetic 
network. Since the beginning of this power production, it was happened mainly the great 
development of power electronics and power management. This way becomes really advanced and 
reliable. 
 
In this project the wind turbine problematics has been investigated. Firstly, there was 
mentioned the history, the economical aspects and the wind turbine energetic aims to the future. In 
project, there are also explained the basic facts about wind turbines, the state of art, their 
development and the history. The power electronics is also very important issue and as well as 
their safety systems. Wind turbines are connected to the wind parks. They can consist even 
hundreds of them and they can produce the electricity into the transmission grid or into the 
insulated grid. 
 
The general objective was focus on direct driven wind turbines. Currently, it is the most 
advanced manner how to produce the electrical energy from wind. For the simulation of 660kW 
wind turbine was used the model for Matlab Simulink. With this model was possible to simulate 
various courses and create graphs for the better explanation of starting and operating the turbine. 
All courses are presented in chapter 6. There is also mentioned the way, how to manage the 
process with Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT), the searching for optimal power 
coefficient PC and the pitch angle β .    
 
The integration of this energy to cable network is not without problems. These wind parks 
can work into cable networks or insular networks, but this energy must have certain quality. In 
these wind plants can be used asynchronous or synchronous generators. In this project there is 
described synchronous generator construction with permanet magnets. All evaluations of computer 
simulations in program MATLAB Simulink were made in INPG University laboratories in 
Grenoble, France. 
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Appendix: 
 
Wind industry targets for the EU in 2007, 2010, 2020 and 2030 [3] 
 
 Summary of the wind energy market in the EU-27 in 2007  
 56 GW installed capacity, including 1.08 GW offshore  
 Annual installations of 8.5GW, including 0.2GW offshore 
 Electricity production of 119TWh, including 4TWh offshore 
 Meeting 3.7% of total EU electricity demand 
 40.3% of the annual new electricity generating capacity 
 55% of annual net increase in installed electricity generating capacity  
 7.3% of total installed electricity generating capacity  
 Providing power equivalent to the needs of 30 million average EU households (15% of EU 
households) 
 Avoiding 91Mt of CO2 – equivalent to taking 46 million cars off the road (21% of the EU 
car l eet) and equal to 26% of the EU-15’s Kyoto obligation 
 Annual avoided fuel cost of €3.9 billion 
 Annual avoided CO2 costs of approximately €2 billion  
 Annual investments in wind turbines of €11.3 bn 
 Total life-time avoided fuel costs of wind power capacity installed in 2007 of €16 billion 
(assuming fuel prices equivalent to $90 a barrel of oil)  
 Total life-time avoided CO2 cost of wind power capacity installed in 2007 of €6.6 billion  
 (assuming CO2 price of €25/t) 
 European manufacturers have a 75% share of the global market for wind turbines (2006) 
 
Summary of the wind industry prediction for the EU-27 in 2010 [3] 
 
 80GW installed capacity, including 3.5  GW offshore 
 Annual installations of 8.2GW, including 1.3GW offshore 
 Electricity production of 177TWh, including 13TWh offshore 
 Meeting between 5% and 5.2% of total EU electricity demand (depending on 2010 
demand)  
 9.9% of total installed electricity generating capacity 
 39% of total new electricity generating capacity installed (2005-2010)  
 Providing power equivalent to the needs of 43 million average EU households (21% of EU 
households) 
 Avoiding 133Mt of CO2 – equivalent to taking 65 million cars off the road (30% of the EU 
car fleet in 2004) and equal to 38% of the EU-15’s Kyoto obligation 
 Annual avoided fuel cost of €8.3 billion (assuming fuel prices equivalent to $90 a barrel of 
oil) 
 Annual avoided CO2 costs of €3.3 billion (€25/t CO2) 
 Annual investments in wind power capacity of €11 billion  
 Total wind power investments of €31 billion (2008-2010)  
 Total life-time avoided fuel costs of wind power capacity installed in 2008-2010 of €51 
billion (assuming fuel prices equivalent to $90 a barrel of oil)  
 Total life-time avoided CO2 cost of wind power capacity installed in 2008-2010 of €21 
billion  
 (assuming €25/t CO2) 
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Summary of the wind industry target for the EU-27 in 2020 [3] 
 
 180GW installed capacity, including 35GW offshore 
 Annual installations of 16.8GW, including 6.8GW offshore 
 Electricity production of  477TWh, including 133TWh offshore 
 Meeting between 11.6% and 14.3% of total EU electricity demand (depending on 2020 
demand). 
 18.1% of total installed electricity generating capacity in the EU  
 32% of total new electricity generating capacity installed (2011-2020) 
 Providing power equivalent to the needs of 107 million average EU households (49% of 
EU households) 
 Avoiding 328Mt of CO2 – equivalent to taking 165 million cars off the road  
 (76% of the EU 2004 car fleet) and equal to 44% of the EU’s GHG reduction target (20%) 
 Annual avoided fuel cost of €20.5 billion (assuming fuel prices equivalent to $90 a barrel 
of oil) 
 Annual avoided CO2 costs of €8.2 billion (€25/t CO2) 
 Annual investments in wind power capacity of €16.9 billion 
 Total wind power investments of €120 billion (2011-2020) 
 Total life-time avoided fuel costs of wind power capacity installed in 2011-2020 of €277 
billion (assuming fuel prices equivalent to $90 a barrel of oil)  
 Total life-time avoided CO2 cost of wind power capacity installed in 2011-2020 of €114 
billion (assuming €25/t CO ) 
 
Summary of the wind industry target in EU-27 in 2030[3] 
  
 300 GW installed capacity, including 120GW offshore 
 Annual installations of 19.5GW, including 9.6GW offshore 
 Electricity production of 935TWh, including 469TWh offshore 
 Meeting between 20,8% and 28,2% of total EU electricity demand (depending on 2020 
demand). 
 25.5% of total installed electricity generating capacity in the EU 
 46% of total new electricity generating capacity installed (2021-2030) 
 Providing power equivalent to the needs of 195 million average EU households (84% of 
EU households) 
 Avoiding 575Mt of CO2 – equivalent to taking 285 million cars off the road (132% of the 
EU 2004 car fleet) 
 Annual avoided fuel cost of €34.6 billion (assuming fuel prices equivalent to $90 a barrel 
of oil) 
 Annual avoided CO2 costs of €14.4 billion (€25/t CO2) 
 Annual investments in wind power capacity of €19.4 billion 
 Total wind power investments of €187 billion (2021-2030) 
 Total life-time avoided fuel costs of wind power capacity installed in 2021-2030 of €455 
billion (assuming fuel prices equivalent to $90 a barrel of oil)  
 Total life-time avoided CO2 cost of wind power capacity installed in 2021-2030 of €187 
billion (assuming €25/t CO ) 
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Total schematic figure of Wind turbine in MatLAB Simulink engine. 
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Schematic figure of harmonics in MatLAB Simulink engine. 
 
Schematic figure of Controle pas 1 in MatLAB Simulink engine. 
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Schematic figure of Transmission in MatLAB Simulink engine. 
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Schematic figure of synchronous generator (MSQD) in MatLAB Simulink engine. 
 
Modèle   "d'état" dans (d,q)
ramené au stator  de 
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Schematic figure of vectorial control in MatLAB Simulink engine. 
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Schematic figure of UC in MatLAB Simulink engine 
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CONTRÔLE  TRANSFERT  PUISSANCE
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Schematic figure of vectorial control of rectifier in MatLAB Simulink engine 
 
CONTRÔLE  VECTORIEL de l'ONDULEUR
Ici   Qondref=Vres.Iondqref
En fait Qond= - Vres.Iondq
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Schematic figure of rectifier and grid filtre in MatLAB Simulink engine 
ONDULEUR  +  FILTRE RESEAU
Modèle de PARK
nécéssaire à la résolution:
supprime les oscillations H.F.
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